
Canadian Forest Tree Essences

Combination Tree Essences for Animal Care 

Canadian Forest Tree Essences for Animal Care are highly dilute vibrational 
tinctures safe for oral consumption. They are produced using a modified version 
of a protocol developed in the 1930's by the English physician, Edward Bach. The 
essences are a wonderful adjunct to many animal treatment programs or used by 
themselves for the specific situations described in each essences. They are not, 
however, designed to treat or cure any specific ailment, and they should never be 
considered as a replacement for sound veterinary diagnosis and treatment.

Selection of Essences for Animals
Close observation of the signs of emotional and energetic imbalances, along with 
behavioral and physical problems, usually provides a clear indication of which 
essences to use. The essences are gentle, energetic formulations, and you know 
the animals in your care best, therefore trust your intuition to guide you in the 
selection of the best essences to give. 
In addition muscle testing, pendulum dowsing and other methods may be used to 
confirm your choice of essences. 

Administration of Animal Care Essences
Animals readily accept the essences as they are colorless, odorless and tasteless. 
The recommended standard dose is 11 drops added to their water 2x or 3x daily.

In Acute Circumstance
In acute situations, the Animal Care Essences may be taken every hour - or more 
frequently if needed - until equilibrium is restored. Put a few drops of essence in 
your hand and rub gently into the animal's gums or rub gently into neck, throat, 
and footpads or into their coat. 

External Use
Essences may be added to topical creams or salves, a spray bottle to mist the air, 
bedding or directly onto your animal. Add the essences to their bath water. 

Animal Responses to the Essences 
Many animal lovers are highly attuned to the state of their animals. Because of 
this close bond, healing is often facilitated when a human companion takes the 



same essence they give to their animal. A synchronistic healing response may 
occur, with results coming faster and being more noticeable.

In general with Essences for Animal Care look for:

• A fast response in a crisis situation, the lessening of signs of distress. 
• A gradual and incremental response in chronic, deep-seated traumas or 

ingrained behaviors. 
• An overnight response in acute, but non-emergency situations. 
• An overall improvement, a greater sense of well being and comfort.
• In general, positive and incremental changes accumulate over time. 
• Deeper and longer lasting results are more likely if an essence is used daily 

for 1 month or more. 

Animal Rescue offers a broad ranging energetic and emotional support for 
animals in our care. It helps ease the effects of trauma and stress. Use it to calm 
and comfort animals. In the case of injury, it helps alleviate distress and supports 
healing action of other essences, as well as medicines.

Animal Restore may be used to help restore vitality during periods of 
recuperation after a trauma, operation or illness. When one comes to care for an 
animal that has been badly treated (abused or neglected) use this essence to 
help restore and heal the spirit.

Animal Whisper is a gentle essence designed to make animals more 
comfortable when they are fragile or in decline. Thus it is recommended as a 
palliative care support during the last stages of an animal's life. Animal Whisper 
brings forth qualities of grace and quietude. Animal Whisper offers gentle support 
to new born and baby animals. 

Cat Essence Use this essence on a regular basis for your cat's well being, 
balance and happiness. The result of the Cat Essence is to have a playful and yet 
serene cat, able to adapt to small changes, eating and sleeping well and 
maintaining an overall good health.

Dog Essence This essence is helpful on many occasions, especially when your 
dog seems anxious, fearful, hyper, disobedient or low spirited. The Dog Essence 
will help bring out the natural qualities of your dog: loyal, loving, alert, energetic 



and playful.

Horse Essence Use this essence whenever your horse is nervous, 
temperamental, skittish, fearful, or lacking energy. Other indications for the horse 
essence are resistance and uncooperative behavior. This essence favors your 
horse's overall well being resulting in greater contentment, responsiveness, vigor 
and courage.

Alpaca and Llama Essence helps these animals to remain grounded, calm and 
at their best. It is of help at shows: the essence will ease the effects of crowds, 
noise, and movement, being transported or removed from their normal 
circumstances. It is also of use when at new locations for breeding, giving birth 
and so forth, when ever they feel unsettled, abandoned, or threatened.


